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Linear assemblies of carbon nanotubes (LACNTs) were fabricated and controlled in polysiloxane-based nanocomposite films
and the effects of the LACNTs on the thermal and electrical properties of the films were investigated. CNTs were dispersed by
mechanical stirring and sonication in a prepolymer of polysiloxane. Homogeneous suspensions were cast on polyamide spacers
and oriented by linear-assembly by applying DC and switching DC electric fields before the mixture became cross-linked. Densely
packed LACNTs that fixed the composite film surfaces were fabricated with various structures and thicknesses that depended on
the DC and switching DC conditions. Polymer nanocomposites with different LACNT densities exhibited enhanced thermal and
electrical conductivities and high optical transmittances. They are considered promising structural materials for electronic sectors
in automotive and aerospace applications.

1. Introduction

Polymer-based nanocomposites, which are formed by adding
a small amount of nanoparticles to a polymer matrix, have
generated great interest in science and engineering because
they exhibit superior mechanical, thermal, and electrical
properties through controlled assembly of inclusions [1–4].
Polymers are multifunctional materials with superior prop-
erties, including reasonable strength, good processability,
and high elasticity. Consequently, polymer-based materials
are widely used in various applications including electrical
devices, filtration, and biomedical applications [5]. However,
polymers have very low thermal conductivities. It is thus
necessary to increase the thermal conductivities of polymer-
based materials for scientific and industrial applications. The
physical properties of polymer-based materials have been
improved by adding fillers with high thermal or electrical

conductivities such as boron nitride (BN) [6, 7], carbon
nanotubes (CNTs) [8–10], and graphite nanosheets [11] to
polymer matrices. The thermal conductivities of such com-
posites are strongly affected by the dispersion, orientation,
and linear alignment of inorganic fillers aligned to parallel
to the thermal flux [12–14] in polymer matrices [15]. The
orientation and formation of network structures containing
small quantities of nanofillers in a polymer matrix can be
controlled by applying a shear force [16], a magnetic field
[17], or an electric field [18–20], or by mechanical stretching
[21, 22]. Of these methods, orienting conducting or dielectric
nanofillers by applying an electric field has the advantage
that the fillers form self-assembled linear structures due to
Coulombic attraction during electrophoretic movement in
a polymer with a controlled viscosity [23, 24]. Assembly
of fillers with end-to-end attachment can also reduce the
thermal boundary resistance. This cannot be achieved in
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Figure 1: (a) SEM images of CNTs and (b) experimental setup for fabricating polysiloxane/CNT nanocomposite films.

composites with random filler orientation or using other
torque sources, such as shear or a magnetic field, which can
only change the orientations of 1D or 2D fillers [16, 17, 25].

Since the first report in 1991 by Iijima [26], CNTs have
attracted great interest in many areas of scientific research.
There are two forms of CNTs: single-walled CNTs (SWCNTs)
and multiwalled CNTs. Tubular structures formed from
hexagonal arrangements of carbon atoms [27] give rise to the
unique physical properties of CNTs, such as extremely high
Young’s moduli [28–30], high axial thermal conductivities
(about 3000W/mK for multiwalled CNTs even higher for
SWCNTs [10, 31], and remarkable electrical properties [18].
These properties make CNTs promising fillers for enhancing
the thermal conductivity and other physical properties of
polymer-based nanocomposites [32].

However, low-dimensional fillers such as CNTs tend
to form agglomerates that have random orientations. This
reduces the efficiency of acoustic phonon transfer across
polymer-based composite films [33]. Therefore, attaining
a homogeneous dispersion of CNTs is important prior to
fabricating controlled assemblies of CNT in a polymer [34,
35]. Using CNTs with higher aspect ratios and straightness
increases the anisotropy and the thermal conductivity of
composites because the fillers form conduction paths at lower
filler contents [36]. DC and AC electric fields have been
applied when incorporating CNTs in a polymer [10, 18, 37].
In a DC electric field, CNTs move and form a linear den-
dritic structure that develops and extends from the positive
electrode to the negative electrode so that the electrodes
eventually become connected by the CNTs in the polymer
matris [24, 37].When anAC electric field is applied, theCNTs
reorient and form network structures oriented perpendicular
to the film surface [38]. The modulation of fillers consisting
of linear assembles of CNTs (LACNTs) in polymer-based
composites has not been studied. Here, we demonstrate that

modulating the DC electric field causes LACNTs to form
densely packed structures in a polysiloxane matrix, which
noticeably enhances the thermal and electrical properties and
the optical transmittance of the nanocomposite films.

The four main objectives of this study are to fabricate
self-assemblies ofCNTs in polymer-based films, to investigate
the effects of applying DC and switching DC fields on linear
structure formation, to determine the effect of the linear
structures on the thermal and electrical properties of the
resulting nanocomposites, and to elucidate the formation
mechanism of densely packed LACNTs. Homogeneously
dispersedCNTs in a prepolymermixture of polysiloxanewere
subjected to a DC field or a switching DC field during cross-
linking. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and digital
microscopy observations and thermal diffusivity, UV-Vis
transmission, and electrical resistivity measurements were
used to characterize the polysiloxane/CNT nanocompos-
ites.

2. Experimental

2.1. Materials. Polysiloxane/CNT nanocomposites were pre-
pared by introducing CNTs into a polysiloxane prepolymer
mixture. As-purchased CNTs (GSI Creos Co. Ltd., Tokyo,
Japan, density: 2.0 g/cm3) were used without further treat-
ment, as shown in Figure 1(a), which confirms that the
dimension of CNTs (average length: 5 𝜇m; inside diameter:
50–70 nm; outer diameter: 80–100 nm). Two prepolymers
with different viscosities were used to prepare polysiloxane:
YE5822(A) (viscosity: 1.2 Pa⋅s, Mwav: 21,000) and YE5822(B)
(viscosity: 0.2 Pa⋅s, Mwav: 16,000) (purchased from Momen-
tive Performance Materials). The electrode for applying the
electric field was an indium tin oxide (ITO) coated glass slide
(2.5×7.5×1.0mm3) that had a surface resistivity of 8–12Ω/sq
(Sigma-Aldrich).
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2.2. Fabrication of LACNTs in Polysiloxane/CNT Composites.
Polysiloxane/CNT nanocomposites were prepared by the
following method (see Figure 1(b)). Various amounts of
CNT were incorporated into prepolymer of polysilozane
fanging from 0∼0.15 vol%. For example, 0.0011 g of CNTs
(0.05 vol%) were distributed in 2 g of prepolymer YE5822(A)
by ultrasonic treatment for 5 h after mechanical stirring at
1000 rpm for 1 h. 0.2 g of YE5822(B) were introduced into the
mixture and sonicated for 5min to produce a homogeneous
dispersion.This dispersion was placed on a polyamide spacer
(1.2 × 1.2mm2 × 120 𝜇m), which was placed between two
electrodes. DC and switching DC electric fields were applied
for 16 h at room temperature to enhance the orientation
and assembly by relocation of the CNTs in the prepolymer
suspensions. To switch the DC electric field, the polarity of
the electric field was reversed during the 16 h application of
the electric field in four different intervals of 2 h (seven times),
2 h 40min (five times), 4 h (three times), and 8 h (once).
Finally, the prepared composites were dried for 30min at
80∘C to complete curing.

2.3. Characterization and Measurements. The viscosity of
prepolymer/CNT suspension was measured using a cone-
plate (Haake, RheoWin, Thermo Scientific Co.). The surface
morphology of the CNT fillers was observed by SEM (JEOL,
JSM-6700F). The orientation and linear structure of CNT
fillers in the polysiloxane matrix were observed by a digital
microscope (Keyence, VHX-9000) after cross-sectional cut-
ting the films. To evaluate the dispersion and orientation, the
transmittance of the composites was measured using a UV-
visible spectrometer (V630, JASCO).The thermal conductiv-
ities of the films were measured using a system for measuring
thermal diffusivity based on temperature wave analysis (ai-
Phase Mobile 1, ai-Phase Co.). The surface resistivity of
composite films was measured using a digital multimeter
(Advantest R6581) and an AC/DC power supply (Hioki, wt-
8752) by the two-point probe method, which is capable of
measuring high surface resistivities.

3. Results and Discussion

Figure 2 shows the viscosity of the prepolymer/CNT suspen-
sion as a function of stirring time. The viscosity increases
with the degree of cross-linking of the two prepolymers.
The viscosity increased very gradually until 2 h of mixing. It
increased rapidly after 2 h and 30min when it increased to
1200 Pa.s over 50min, the fabrication of a polymer composite
film. This is typical behavior during polymerization of a
prepolymer suspension. This measurement was performed
while mixing the suspension, which was exposed to air.These
conditions differ from those used to fabricate nanocompos-
ites in an electric field for which the prepolymer mixture
is in a sealed container between two ITO-coated electrodes
and the polyimide spacer. Consequently, the viscosity may
increase considerably faster than in actual fabrication con-
ditions. However, the trend of the viscosity variation of
the prepolymer mixture provides information regarding the
basic tendency of the polymer viscosity during cross-linking,
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Figure 2: Variation of viscosity of prepolymer and CNT suspension
as a function of mixing time (inset: magnification of viscosity
responses between 0 and 1 h of mixing time).

which can be used to develop a strategy for controlling
the electric field induced torque to improve the orientation
and assembly of CNTs in the polymer matrix. The observed
tendency implies that CNT assembly finishes before the
steep increase in the viscosity. Complete cross-linking of the
polysiloxane prepolymer was indirectly determined from the
DCbreakdown voltage [39].Thebreakdown voltage increases
as a function of the polymerization of the prepolymer
suspension; it stabilized after applying an electric field for
16 h, which corresponds to the completion of polymerization.

Figure 3 shows surface and cross-sectional micrographs
of polysiloxane/CNT nanocomposites fabricated under dif-
ferent electric fields. The dark microscale domains of CNTs
indicated by the white circles in the surface micrographs
in Figures 3(a1)–3(c1) reveal that many CNTs agglomerate.
These agglomerates are homogeneously distributed over a
smaller scale in the polymer without the application of an
electric field. They form linearly aligned assembly when an
electric field is applied Figures 3(b2)–3(c2). Applying DC
(Figure 3(b)) and switching DC (Figure 3(c)) electric fields
gives quite different CNT structures in the polymer matrix,
as both the surface and cross-sectional images show. After
applying DC and switching DC electric fields, the dark
domains, which correspond toCNTs agglomerates and tips of
LACNTs that anchor the film surfaces, were observed on the
surfaces of the nanocomposite films.While applying bothDC
and switching DC fields causes the fabrication of LACNTs,
the LACNT population and the CNT density in the linear
structures vary depending on the applied electric field.

Comparison of the cross-sectional images in
Figures 3(b2) and 3(c2) reveals that the LACNTs fabricated
under a switching DC field are thicker and darker than
those fabricated under a DC field. The slightly lower
number of identifiable LACNTs produced by the DC field
compared with the switching DC field indicates that some
LACNTs were incorporated in other LACNTs, increasing
their thickness. This gives rise to the denser packing of
CNTs in LACNTs. The interconnected LACNTs networks
indicated by the circles in Figure 3(c) may be related to traces
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Figure 3: Digital micrographs of polysiloxane/CNT nanocomposites prepared by applying different electric fields (CNT: 0.05 vol%; scale bar:
20 𝜇m); (a) no electric field, (b) DC electric field, (c) SWDC 4h (three times).

formed during incorporation of LACNTs when switching
the electric field. Comparison of the surface images for
DC and switching DC shows that domains with fewer but
thicker CNT agglomerates are obtained by the switching
DC field. This implies that applying a switching DC field
increases the CNT population in LACNTs. When an electric
field is applied, polarized 1D or 2D dielectric fillers tend to
orient their longitudinal directions parallel to the electric
flux to minimize the electrostatic energy [16]. The polarized
ends of CNTs become interconnected through Coulomb
attraction forming a side-by-side attachment of CNTs due
to self-assembly and generating a dendritic structure of
CNTs [37]. This structure in which one end is localized to
the anode electrode is typical when a DC electric field is

applied [24]. An increased thickness in LACNT bundles
has previously been observed when CNT surfaces were
modified with tetraoctylammonium and bromide ions for
charge stabilization in an electric field that was alternately
switched on and off [20]. However, there have been no
reports of controlling LACNT thickness by just modulating
external torque sources. Thus, the formation of LACNTs
that anchor the composite surfaces and the increase in the
LACNT thickness on applying a switching DC field are a
novel observation.

To investigate the modulation of LACNT structures in a
switching DC electric field, the polysiloxane/CNT suspen-
sions were subjected to DC fields with different switching
intervals, as shown in Figure 4. For a DC switching with
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Figure 5: Thermal diffusivities of nanocomposites as a function of
CNT content under (a) different electric fields and (b) switching DC
times.

an 8 h interval, the LACNT tips are located on the right-
hand side surface of the film where the positive electrode was
located (Figure 4(a1)).With increasing switching interval, the
thickness of ramified LACNTs that anchor the film surfaces is
increased (Figures 4(b2)–4(d2)). The cross-sectional images
indicate that the reduction in the number of LACNTs is
directly related to the increase in the LACNT thickness. This
implies that LACNTs with low CNT densities were incorpo-
rated in neighboring LACNTs, resulting in the formation of
LACNTs with a higher CNT density. The darker and thicker
domains of CNT agglomerates in the surface images also
indicate that the CNT concentration of LACNTs increases
with increasing DC switching interval. The CNT density of
agglomerates was the highest for switching DC (SWDC) of
8 h (Figure 4(b1)). However, the CNT concentration started
to decrease with increasing switching time, resulting in
denser CNT agglomerates.

The thermal diffusivity was measured to investigate the
cause of the variation in LACNT structures fabricated under
different electric fields (Figure 5). The thermal diffusivity
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of each nanocomposite film was measured five times and
the average value was obtained. Two different electric field
structures were applied: one involving the application of a
DC field or a switching DC field (Figure 5(a)) and the other
involving varying the switching interval during application
of a switching DC field (Figure 5(b)). The thermal diffusiv-
ity increased proportionally with increasing CNT content
for both DC and switching DC fields (Figure 5(a)). The
diffusivity was enhanced by a factor of almost five times
when a switching DC field and no electric field were applied
compared to when a DC field and no electric field were
applied. This enhancement in the thermal diffusivity on the
application of a switching DC field is related to the variation
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in the LACNT structure. As Figure 3 shows, when a DC
electric field is applied, CNT fillers have dendritic structures
and are localized on the anode side so that they do not
anchor the composite surfaces. On switching the electric
field, this dendritic CNT structure develops into network
structures that consist of densely packed LACNTs, which
anchor the composite surfaces; this occurs even when the
same amounts of CNTs are used.This implies that the closely
packed CNTs in the LACNTs are responsible for the large
enhancement in the thermal diffusivity since they form high
thermal conductivity paths.

Figure 5 shows the variation in the thermal diffusivity
of the composites for different DC field switching intervals.
The nanocomposite films fabricated by switching the DC
field three times exhibited the highest thermal diffusivity.
The thermal diffusivity increased in the order: once < five
times < seven times < three times.These thermal diffusivities
are higher than those obtained by the DC electric field. The
thermal diffusivity did not increase proportionally with the
switching interval. This may be explained in terms of the
plane and cross-sectional images of the composites shown
in Figure 4. With increasing switching interval, the LACNT
thickness increased and the number of CNTs in a single
LACNT bundle increased. However, too frequent switching

of the DC field induced partial breakup of the LACNTs
during reassembling, as the cross-sectional images in Figures
4(c2) and 4(d2) show. This may be due to the variation in
the viscosity of the prepolymer mixture as a function of
time (Figure 2). The gradual increase in the viscosity will
result in the fabrication of denser, thicker LACNTs in the
polymer matrix, which will require longer to realize close
filler-to-filler attachment. If the DC field is switched before
the LACNTs are fabricated, the linear structure will break due
to the increased viscosity of the matrix. This will reduce the
Coulombic attraction due to the large increase in the polymer
viscosity.

Figure 6 shows the effects of the LACNTs on the electric
resistivity of the composite films. Despite only adding a
very small amount (0.15 vol.%) of CNTs, the linear structure
reduced the resistivity to 2.14 TΩ⋅m due to the formation of
densely packed LACNTs.This resistivity is comparable to that
(11.0 TΩ⋅m) of the composite film fabricated without appli-
cation of an electric field. A conducting polymer composite
requires a resistivity of at least ∼0.1MΩ⋅m [40, 41], whereas
the electrical conductivity of the present composites is in the
range of an insulator. However, the electrical conductivity
varied over several orders ofmagnitude and is highly sensitive
to the applied electric field and the CNT content (Figure 6).
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This means that the fabrication of densely packed linear
structures with conducting CNTs simultaneously enhances
the thermal diffusivity and the electrical conductivity.

The LACNTs also affect the optical properties of the com-
posites, as indicated by the variation in the optical transmit-
tance shown in Figure 7. A homogeneous dispersion of CNTs
in the polymer matrix obtained when no electric field was
applied gave the lowest transmittance. The composite films
oriented by applying DC and switching DC electric fields
had higher transmittances. Visible light introduced from
one surface of the film will either be absorbed or scattered
in a different direction when it encounters a surface of an
inorganic nanofiller in the polymer matrix. The formation of
a linear dendritic or network structure by CNT movement
can be induced by the combination of Columbic attraction
and electrophoresis in a polymer [20].TheCNTs that migrate
leave spaces in the polymer matrix, which permit UV and
visible light to transmit though the film planes.

Figure 8 illustrates the mechanisms for (a) fabricating
LACNTs with densely packed CNTs under a switching DC
field, (b) optimizing LACNTs by varying the DC switching
interval, and (c) enhancing the thermal, electrical, and optical
properties using LACNTs.When aDCelectric field is applied,
the longitudinal ends of the conducting 1D nanofillers are
depolarized [16] and fillers with high aspect ratios orient
their longitudinal ends parallel to the direction of the electric
flux to realize electrical stabilization [24] (see Figure 8(a)).
For a low-viscosity prepolymer such as polysiloxane, the
oriented CNTs start to move toward the positive electrode
by electrophoresis. At the same time, the depolarized ends
of the CNTs will be attracted to each other by Coulombic
attraction resulting in end-to-end attachment [24], which
will facilitate the formation of linear dendritic or network
structures of CNTs on application of an electric field. By
repeatedly switching theDCfield, the LACNTswith lowCNT
densities will be attracted to each other. CNTs that do not
form LACNTs during previous application of a DC electric
field will join to form denser LACNTs due to Columbic
attraction. Repeated switching will result in the formation
of LACNT-to-LACNT interconnections, changing the linear
structure from a dendritic structure to a network structure,
as the cross-sectional images in Figures 4(b)–4(d) show.
These interconnections between groups of LACNTs may give
rise to a narrower filler-to-filler attachment in the polymer,
if the prepolymer viscosity is kept constant. However, the
prepolymer viscosity typically increases abruptly over a short
time as polymerization proceeds, as shown in Figure 2. (Note
that the rate of increase of the viscosity in Figure 2 is over four
times higher than that of an actual experimental setup, which
is performed in a sealed container with no exposure to air
when the electric field is applied. The test data is presented
to show the tendency of the polymer viscosity to vary with
cross-linking.) Consequently, excessive switching of the DC
field will reduce the number of LACNTs (see Figure 8(b)),
especially when DC field switching occurs as the viscosity
of the polymer matrix is increasing. This implies that it
is necessary to optimize the DC switching interval relative
to the variation of the viscosity of the prepolymer matrix.
Modifying the CNT surface can cause the linear structure

to develop into a denser bundle structure [37], as has been
demonstrated by cycling the electric field on and off in
tetrahydrofuran [20]. Orientating conducting fillers parallel
to the heat flux enhances the thermal conduction relative to
a random distribution [10] because it increases the number
of heat conduction paths through the conducting filler. Such
enhancement of the thermal and electrical conductivities and
the optical transmittance can be realized by fabricating linear
LACNTs and by developing structures that anchor film sur-
faces by realizing dense packing, as illustrated in Figure 8(c).
Fabricating densely packed LACNTs by switching a DC field
can increase the thermal and electrical conductivities while
using less filler than conventional methods.

4. Conclusion

Densely packed LACNTs were fabricated in a polymer-based
nanocomposite film by applying and modulating DC electric
fields. Linear-assembly of CNTs was demonstrated through
Coulombic attraction and electrophoresis by controlling the
viscosity of the prepolymer mixture. The application of a
switching DC field caused the linear structures to form
densely packed structures. On the application of a DC
field, the CNT fillers formed a dendritic structure, which
developed into densely packed LACNTs when the direction
of the DC electric field was switched at a controlled switching
interval. The resulting LACNTs enhanced the thermal and
electrical conductivities and the optical transmittance of the
polysiloxane/CNT nanocomposites. It is thus a promising
technique for fabricating polymer-based materials with high
thermal and electrical conductivities without using surface
modification or increasing the conducting filler content.
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